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: SUMMARY 

The atmospheric pressure ionizer (API) for mass spectrometry (MS) is essenti- 
ally an electron capture detector (ECD) in which negative and positive ion densities 
are measured instead of electron density. In API-MS the ECD exhaust gas with ions 
entrained enters a vacuum chamber equipped to focus and mass analyze ions. When 
ECD response is saturated, negative and positive ion densities are equal. With cleanup, 
negative ions disappear but positive ion density changes only slightly. Inclusion of 
space charge dynamics in ECD theory resolves the discrepancy between the starting 
tisumptions in many ECD models and the observations described. The mass spectral 
information of API-MS further aids modeling of EC3 response. 

The electron capture detector (ECD)‘*’ remains, after nearly twenty years of 
practical development and theoretical analysis, a device whose response is related to 
the size and nature of the sampie more by calibration than by calculation. The ob- 
served average electron density is determined by the interaction of time-dependent 
functions describing the electron production me&an&m, the neutral species present, 
the numerous species of positive and negative ions, and by the details of the measure- 
ment technique itself. Terminal equilibrium states of ion-mole&e and electron- 
moiecuie reactions are observed, so the detector response depends not only on the 
sample and carrier gas identities but signikantiy on the trace-level contaminants in 
each. Despite this potentially delicate dependence on details, there is little obser- 
vational information about the actual ion identity in even the cleanest ECD devices. 

The atmospheric pressure ionizer (APl)3~4, a newly developing ion source for 
high-sensitivity mass spectrometry (MS), is in its mechanical realization an obvious 
descendent of the ECD, on which its design is based ; indeed, it is easy to visualize a 
single device operable in either ECD or API-MS modes. The contrasting neti re- 
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q&e&e& for API is that the ECD gas outfet be a gas & ion sampkig a&f%m&to 
the MS vacuum system. With mod&ately fast v&uura -pumps,-the~+ti$e gas &w- 
typical of ECD operation can be acco&dated to a presstic suitable for.operation-of 
the LMS. Additionalrequirements for the API-MS are extetialtd theionizationregk 
They consist of electrcstatic lenses in the-vacuirmto skp+te ioions from the gas jet 
and focus ~them into the entrance aperture of the ?v%S, ‘and appropriate ekctri~ 
circuitry to bias the MS for selection and detection of positive_ or negative mass ana- 
iyeed ions. From the point of view of the ECD user, the API-&B is an ECD fully 
instrumented so that its macroscopic current r&ponse can b& correlated with the 
microscopic details of the positive ion, negative ion and free ekctron densities. 

To give the reader a clear picture of how the API ion source and the associated 
ItiS system can be compared to an ECD and its associated instrumentation we begin 
with a description of the apparatus. 

API source 

The source described is designed for direct injection of microlitrc liquid sample 
aliquots without chromatographic preseparation. Inspection of the &mph&d dtiwing 
(Fig. I) shows that introduction of GC e&rent in place of liquid sampies should be 
straightforward. Important design features include: (1) The active vohune is elec- 
&icaHy isolated, so its potential can be established for interfacing to the mass spec- 
tromtter. (2) &iateriais and construction techniques are compatible with operation 
and bakeout temperatures in the 20-O” range. (3) Gas flow paths are designed so 
as to maximize the fraction of sample delivered to the active volume &nd vacuum sys- 
tem while residual flashback material is continuously flushed away from the active 
region. (4) The device can be easily removed for cleaning, aperture replacement, etc. 

With the addition of a collection electrode, for example an axial pin”, the API 
could clearly be operated as an ECD by monitoring the average electron density. Al- 
ternatively, the total negative ion current emerging from the aperture can bc mea- 
sured, giving a signal complementary to the usual ECD signal. 

Vacuum syitem 
To maximize system sensitivity all the carrier gas (0.1-1.0 atm ml set-‘) 

should enter the vacuum system. A pumping speed of the order of ZOQOE set” is 
required to maintain a pressure sufhciently low that ions can be electrostatically 
separated from the gas jet and focus&d into the mass analyzer without serious scatter- 
kg losses (< ca. 3 X lO-4 torr). The appropriate aperture diameter is typically 25- 
50 pm. The mass analyzer and particle multiplier require,a still lower pressure; a few 
times 10-5 torr at most, and preferably of the order of-HY6 torr. A differentially plump- 
ed system is &at appropriate, maintaining approximately 3 x IO? to&n& low- 
pressure focus chamber-arid approximatiiy I _ x lO’!torriathemass analysischamber. 
We-use two 8OCJ se& turbomolec~uk pumps- in our apparatus ~(Airco Tern@ 
Model TMP 814). To minimize scattering and optical losses, the dist&e from the 
ion source apcrturc to the m&s analyzer entrance apcr&ure shada bctd &k &ati 
5-10 cm, thedistancetequired to clear gas d$za$cef@s&td ph$ic&&comodate - 
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(Schematic) 

Fig. 1. Scbmatic diagram of APi ion source. 

the iow-pressure optics. Since the pumps have a 42.5-cm throat diameter, the mass 
analysis chamber is constructed with a “top bat” deeply re-entrant into the low- 
pressure focus chamber. 

Ions diverge from the API source aperture entrained in the gas flow for a few 
millimdters, until the gas density is srrfficiently Iow that electrostatic lens forces can 
dominate their motion. A four-element lens (partly constructed of mesh for trans- 
parency to gas flow) is used to refocus these ions into the mass analyzer entrance aper- 
ture. A GIament attached to the lenses can act as s Lxcasionai electron source provid- 
ing an electron impact spectrum during mass calibration. 

@ss analysis is by a quadrupole mass titer equipped with a particle multiplier 
detectir and ion-counting ekctronics @xtranuckar Labs, sp&rEL, modifkd). The 
opeiating~background level ofthe detection system is less than 5 counts SC-‘, and the 
cou&&type particle multi&ier is usable to about LO6 coum% set-l. Typical count 

-rates on large reactit ion pea& (e.g., H,W - H,O)approach lCFcountssecc-’ at better 
than .&it r&s&&ion- Fata are acc:umulati by 2 mukipk ion detection (MXD)5 
te&s&@e using four single-channel scalers or by sZMar techniques with ffie instru- 
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-- ION T)EkSlTY;kiECl-RON DENSl??Y iND IeN .:. .:- 

&ii discpksionpositive ion, nggative iqq, anigecti4naensit iii&lrren& 

wili be evaitited in seveial iimjting Cases and in &neraL ‘Ihe not&on is as fo&wi: 
(1) +4ll den+ies are symbobzed by .zr. (2)&O refer% to densii&in- the quiesc&t, ii.,- 
clean; no-sample, State. .(3). n4 .refe.rs to d&&ties in the saturated, i.&~ .ve:ry+rge-- 
s&pie state. (4) n without a super.script.refers.to iniermediat&stateC (51 n,, n, and: 
n with- or without superscript, always refer- to ehxztron; $%itive ion and negative 
iii de&ties, respectively. (6) n i is used to- symbolize eq& &arge densities of -each 
sign. Thus II: symbolizes~ e-qua1 quiesc& values of positive ion and &e&on density, 
c symbol& equal saturation values of positive ion and negative ion densities, and 
n 5 without superscript symbqlizes a positi~c ion.density.equd to the s+n of negative 
ion ami electron densities. 

It is gen&zIIy assumed in t&e ECD literature that-in thti.~quiescent statethe 
&rrier gas and detector body~are sufi?ciently free of gas phas& electronegative~mule- 
cules that the negative charge resides, ahno% entirely-in a~ thermal electron cloud. 
Given this assumption and the physical parameters of the device, it is straighiforw&d 
to estimate the charge densities. At equilibrium the io&&ctron~pair production iate 
dtie to. primary eIe&oti (63Ni /?-rays) is ba&nced by three lass .mechanisms: flow. 
Zoss carried by the gas stream, wail loss due to dif%sioj and recombination loss be- 
tweenpositive ions and thermal ekztrons. For-a l-mCi a3Ni p&&y source -with good 
geometj the ion-&&on pair production rate, S, is about 1.8.x lolo see- ‘, asstmjng 
17keV average primary ener”$ and one pair per 35eV &irn~y .eriergy’. FIoi; loss 
and diffusion loss rates are linear in the respective ion and electron densitieg and the 
recombination loss rate depends on the product of these txvo densities. 

Taking the usual assumption that the electron and positive ion clouds-diffuse 
independently, for the clean quiescent detector the relevant rate equations are: 



.--::~.i~~&.ds~ f&%&& e&nthe’q&&ent (or~clean):ektron density in an ECD,~~ne- 
’ g&&$%i&i&~t spacecharge -e&ct wbicli &,$&:the etectron -and positive.ion : 
~d&&on r&e&Whcn &&g&:densities~exc&d aI@oximatdy .Ia mFZ; the negative 
hii3 p.ositive charge’eIoudsY b&i& to mu&t ‘sticiently strongly that the _contents of 
‘the active volume must be tie&d as aCpksma;-with lo& charge neutrtility being the 
r&. T&g spa& charge interaction causes the’c@ctron diffusion ratcto be stron@y 
d&creased, and the ion diffusion rat& to be slightIy .&creased, such that both dectrons 
a-nd positive ions bekome characterized by a~single (am&polar) diffusion coefficientlf. 

where K+ and K, &e the respective mobilities in an electric field (cm*sec-’ V-l). It 
is easily shown that when ions, electrons and neutrals are all characterized by the same 
t&ye~ature, Da M 2 D+. Eqns. la and lb then reduce to one equation for the single 
valued charge density n-C = n, = n, 

. 

(3) 

The~sdution g&s n* Ri2.4 G 10s ml-l, 
Typical numbers are of a size such that fiow and diffusion losses have only a 

small effect compared to the dominant recombination processes, SQ 

(4) 

We now consider the case of an ECRAPI saturated by a large sample density. 
The above- arguments about dynamical space charge effects remain applicable. We 
expect;and find experimentally, that,in the API with a high concentration of electron 
capturing impurities the positive and negative ion densities are equal and the electron 
d-en&y is so small as to be undetectable by normal ECD instrumentation. The equal 

-positive and negative ion den&es during saturation, n: = n? E nz, are determi- 
-- neh by 

... S=-Frr~-tkD,n~fN,eVn~’ (5) 

whkre-.we have-set D, ~=D7 = D,. ,where Q is the rate constant for three-body 
-:recombin&ion of positive and negative ions mediated by the carrier gas, and where 
A& is-&c &r&k gas.de&ty: Typical vaiues of Q are of the order of 2 x ~lO-= ml’ 
&c-L 12;. and tie is approximately 2.5 x HP ml-‘, so the product N,, Q in eqn. 5 is 
of&&same -order of mag&tude as’&, in eqn. lb. It thus follows that in the saturated 
resp&&&&. ... 



dn- 
- = Rrn&, - n_) - R=n+ n_ -. 

dr 

Ziere & is the p&nomenological rate constant for &gat&e ion-posit&e ion recomb& 
nation (explicitly denoted N& above), and R1 is the electron tif&chment rate co&ant 
for sample molecules of type A. nA is the sample de&&y of A in&e carrier gas stream 
before it reaches the &action volmne where the sample m&cuIe d&&y is_less than 
nx due to sample depb&on by negative ion formation_ For simplkity difksion z+nd 
flow losses have been bmitted, since their effect is easily shown td be small in normal 
circums~ces.~ It is implicit in these rates equkions -that tic = n, f n-. 

At &quiEbrium each derivativa W i_s zero. In the no-sample. Andy sat&rating- 
sample iegimes thtise equations e&ctively reduce to eqns. 4 and 6, respectively. In. 
the inter&&ate r&Se where the negatke charge cloud cont+s &&ikmt electron 

- alicf negative ioti densities numericaf techniqtris are required to obtain a sdufion. 
However, in the quasi-Iinear regime -characteristic of small swples, where nl < p1,, 
i.e., the practical ECD_ operation regime, it is easiiy shown that as &$rst approxima- 
tio2 

0 n, m n, -@b j 

Reimposing the requirement of total charge neutralityyieJdc,_ as a se&nd ap- 
@roximation to the ektro~ density 

‘n, w Ei: -y- A_2 1 ~%@ 
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.-1.the.ECD Eter&ure. &clearly ‘dep&ds &the r&&ive source s%engthSc 3&t when: 
: @+&u$i;;ig ~.~~&&S3op+tion&~o~n~ is b*ke$off any +mge~in deetron density. 
: .dueto &@nge in @uple~~+ent&+ is equal to th& tihange i&u- andismdep.endent 
-- &T-s. .::-: .:._ : ..; . . ‘-..’ -;~ -:: 1 .~T -. -:._:_ .- .-, -~ -_. .. , 

:: -I 
_ 1 -.J@e woidd tiw. like to expand on our6onclusion via&n. 0 that the mtignitude 

’ &the charged ~p&icledeGty ‘m an ECD or Al?1 is r&ative~y~&onst@t and indepen- 
:. dentofwhetber- ornot-e&&on capturmg species are present in excess;.This.st&ement -- 
: hingek on OUC&S&&O~~ th&$&itiv& ion-neg&iveion rec&rnb&tion rates tit atmos- 
pheri6 pressure aEetypically of the same order of magnitude aS positive ion-electron 
&combination rates. The G&of these rtite~nstants -is well established for simple 
@&es of atmospheric interest, and the iiteratiire strongly supports us in stating that 
in these.*& and Rt are quiti~co$~p~&le ij. hx contrast, it has become entrenched 
.in.the &I% -&rature .th& $ exceeds R,, by five. to eight orders of magnitude [see 
refs:14 ,(es&cially pp. -163 and 171) and 1.51. We feel certain that even for complex 
or&&c &&&les this is not possible. The reaction-cross-sections zre almost e&rely 
dietermined by the very strong coulomb interaction between oppositely charged par- 
&les, &I& the geometrical f&or-s due to molecular size can only slightly increase the 
rate &nMants for large organic mole&&s over simple species. Since the ratio of charg- 
ed p&r&$e.dem$ies in quiescent and saturated cases.is determined by the square root 
of the ratio’of the correspondi@g recombina~on rates, even in the most extreme cases 
we can envis&m there w6uld beIess.than an order of magnitude change in charge den- 
sity when passing. from quiescent- to saturated states.- 

For completeness we add that at large but incompletely saturating sample 
-levels the total electron density is inversely proportional to the sample concentration 
.in the carrier gas stream 

(lob) 

We are now able to compare the signals obtained in ECD and APGMS t&r a 
giveti sample density nA. IIn the ECD with standing current backed off, a measurement 
of.the election density .yields a difference current 

I+= -ten- V (1 w 
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where-e is the electron charge and Cis a constant describing the sampling pro&s. In where-e is the electron charge and Cis a constant describing the sampling pro&s. In 
thti p&&,modeC thti p&&,modeC 

is equdtothe pi& rate in F&r if each p$e clears the a&ive~volumti is equdtothe pi& rate in F&r if each pu+e clears the a&ive~volumti 
-ii<. .ele&rol;ons- .w. the pulses are. sufiiciently infre@ent thaf: equLfibiiun is restored -ii<. .ele&rol;ons- .w. the pulses are. sufiiciently infre@ent thaf: equLfibiiun is restored 
b+weentbem~ b+weentbem~ .I I,... .I I,... 





-Fig. Z ifkhematic d&ram ofappas~~~ lsed to measure total charge (of either sign) fkom API ion 
sour& into vactlum c*ber. 

ran& +I%~ so migration-of retained impurities from cer5mic surface irreguianties 
i&o the active volume is eliminated. Materials, cxmstruction techniques, and cleaning 
pr&cdures identicaf to those_used oc *z&ra-high vacuum components are empfoyed. 
The API parts are then subjected to a c‘supercI,aning” and si~~~~iz~.tion procedure in- 
cf@ing ultrasonic treatment with hot KOH in meihanol, appropriate rinsing, ultra- 
sonic treatment with hot~dichloto&methyIsilane in toluene, appropriate rinsing, pre- 
drying for 1 h in dean Bowing niUogen at 80”, and an overnight bake in clean Bowing 
nitrogen at 400”. The carrier. gas used is uttxa-pure nitrogen or the bolloE from sealed 
iic@d &itro$en dewars; even with these prec&tions an occasional tank must be re- 
jetted. G&s pressu&egulators are of the ultra-high purity type, with welded stainless- 
_steeI eaphragms. The gas is f%e~ed through a @dess-st&l trap ll.kd with 13X 
&O&I&F sicke, foffowed by a stainless-steel pazticl~ filter. The trap and filter are 
bakeci ev~~__night at abdut 300” with gas Bowing. Ultra-fine metezing &Ives of alI 

.we~d~;s-~~s~~ti~~~are employed for flow control. AU gas lines are 
&i&ss ~s&f,.tid all-connections are made with stai&ss-steel StiagefokRd &t&s. 
..~~onins+fWon and from tim&to time thereafter the gas Ii&s and fittings are Gamed 
-to h ch$ry-reif 6olorwith.zvig g& flow, mov&fro& tank to API sburce. The 



when a source is f%st instalf&~ itiis invariably the c+& tkat-iolm$tt how 
scrupulous previous chemical sernbbmg has been, negative anjlPo@ive: ion- spectra 
are so dense .with mass peaks as to be nearly r&interpretable; the-uniform f++rre-is j 
that total negative ion current is equal to total positive ion current, and themags&nde 
of the total currents is nearly independent of -the sp+ral aeta&. .If the &en&al 
scrubbing.has been adequate, then after about 1 h at 4OQ” the positive ion spectrum 
will be dominated by H,O+ - (H,O), and the negative ion spectrumwill be dominated 
by Cl’-(H,O),-and frequently 02-:(N&; .the total negative-ion &-rent wilI still 
equal the total positiveion current. After another.hour, the negative ion spectrum will 
usually contain only Cl-, sometimes with some O;-. Thereafter the Cl-. iOn current 
will beg& too decrease, falling essentially to zero after about I2 h baking at 400”. 
There is-occasionally a small residual Cl,- peak, usually &a&able to mer gas con- 
tamination. The total positive ion current usually drops 20-50 % from its initial value 
(see eqn. 5). Lf the chemical scrubbing has been faulty, copious negative ion currents 
may be seen for several days. If after cleanup the source-has to~be rapidly cooled, 
removed as for blowing out a clogged aperture and’replaced, with only a IO-min 
exposure to air, in sifu cleanup is again required but takes about I h instead of 12 h. 
Our pre-oleaning procedure and our choice of materiafsappear to be at least as good 
as those employed in normal GC-ECD work. The impressive time which must then 
be devoted to ii? Mu high temperature baking to eliminate r&dual negative.ions leads 
us to question whether very many of the ECDs in current use are ever truly cl&n 
enough to have electrons as the only negative charge carriers. This question may be 
particularly p&titient to ECDs using tritium in oc&rded form as the active foil. 

When the API source is clean and negative ions have been eliminated, the strik-. 
ing feature of the quiescent positive ion spectrum is the extent-te Which it is dominated 
by minute traces-of water vapor in ‘the carrier gas. It migkt normally be expected that 
with a nitrogen carrier the. dominant spectrum would be N2+ -(N&, and, to a lesser 
extent, N+ -@I&,. These ions have indeed been seen in an- API using a corona dis- 
charge~(where the ions can be produced in dose physical proximity to the vacuum 
aperture) but with ?Ni sources the dominant ions are -I&O+ - (H,O);(Nz);. 

Tke formation route for HSO’ (HzO), has been proposed as 

Nr+-e-+N,” f2e .. 

N2f +. 2N, -+ N,+ -f- N2 

.pQ 

(13b) 

-!13c) 
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i&-ti.ay k&p%+ded 6%: at&k & tke s&q&% I’n&c&byPositive ions or free rad- 
:cais whose; presence depend on the ‘details of ihe pO,&ive ~on~forming @npur@es -in 
&& &&.j&:@.:~ ;. -- ,I ._ .- 

_ ~ :@gs. 3a&d.3b skew tke positive and negative ion &c&obtained from a ckem- 
-&By $&bked but newly iustalled .API. In eagk c+se tke ‘upper trace is. ti integral 

-Y ~~&.~o~ion,&ectrinn and tkeIo%er t&e is anormally resolved spectrums Theintegral 
spectra; -examined at low .mass (e-g.,’ points A and A’) -demonstrate the equality of 
p&i&e. and tiegative ion &u-rents from the APT. 

‘.-..Figs-.4a and 4b skow the-effect of approximately 12 k of cleanup at 400”. - 

.- 1 Res&mse t0 sevbzl filustrative~srmples 

Tke response obtamed from the API is complementary and supplementaryto 
thi E-CD response for an equivalent sample under%imilar operating conditions : com- 

-plement&in that measuring tke total negative ion signal is-equivalent to measuring 
: -the de&e&in electron density, and supplementary in that positive and negative ion 

qiecies, are idetiti&d and quantified by the mass spectrum. 
The accompanying figures show data on three sample and response types: 

(1) 2,3,7,8-tetracklorodibeuzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) observed as tke parent negative ion, 
(2). 2,4,5-trichloropkenoxyac&c acid (2,4,5-T) observed as the trickloropkenoxide 

-. negative ion. and to demonstrate response in the positive ion mode (3) nicotine ob- 
served as tke MEI+ posit&iv;: ion. 

. 3% e&r case l-pi b&zene solution samples were introduced by syringe directly 
i&o the quartz tube leading to the reaction volume (Fig. 1). Formation of solvent 
p&tive ions mod@ the positive ion spectrum, tke effect this has on response in tke 

’ pOsi&e~ion mode having been previously discussed by other a~thors?~. 
-. For tke.purpose of discussing the data, modification of tke positive ion spec- 

trum is 6f secondary importance. On the other hand, in our experience the best avail- 
able benzene-always contains a sufEiciently high concentration of electron-attaching 
impurities-that a negative ion spectrum (usually dominated by Cl-) is seen even from 
“biauk’%amples. Thus were it not for mass spectral separation or ckromatographic 
.pre&paration, the API w&id be useless as ~II analytical detector for samples.iu so- 
lution. Even with mass spectral separation, the solvent impurities compete witk the 
sample-for.tke nearly tied available eiectro~ charge, and solvent purity often deter- 
mines the’smahest practical detectable sample. For tkese reasons, as well as for ease 
of. spe&i interpretation, we anticipate t&t &he GC-API-MS combination will 

’ ultimately be used to best .expioit tke API metkod. The fokowikg data nevertheless 
speak-.f& themselves in demo&trating tke sensitivity aud specificity of API-MS in 
comparison with GCLECD. 

: Fig; 5 shows detector response to 250 fg of TCDD in 1 -uI of benzene with two .- 
sample injections separated by a blank solvent injection. Tke trace is obtained by re- 
cord&g vsl~time tke o.&putof a ratemeter while the m&s spectrometer is set to monitor 
t?e &&clrlar negative-ion TCDD- at 322 a.m.u.(tke most abundant isotope). ._ 

.Fi&8&kow& a mass &ectrum of the trichlorophenoxide negative.ion at mass 
‘-1 ‘l&&d isotopes,- obtained-from a 2,4,5-T sample. Approximately 1 pg of 2,4,5-T 
’ 1 is ‘require & obtain -a- con&o& spe&m of tkis quality, ob&ted by a signal 

.: : ~aver.aging device @-inceton Applied Resear&(PAR) Waveform Eductor (10 ckaa- 
..-. Ge& $&$th& mass range is.rapidly-and repetitively syept for approximateiy 30 set, .- -. . . . 



:L- ,i, ,I. ..& - 
Fig 6. izesolved s&t%rum of 2,4,5-T as the tichlodpEie~&i& negative ion ai 195,1&, 199&d &I 
a;m.u. A laqje Sample (1 pg) is required to obt& a conti%~us spdr~&~~tibt by SW techniques= 
im fg can be d&ected with & signal-to-noise ratio tif abau~ 3 :l.- The steps ti *emn&d-are c&kc- 
tts5stic of the l&-l sign2l avenger (seetext). 

begizining~ just bef&sample inject&n. Iking +e. muQij$e -id-n.co@&ing dit@tion 
t&h%Gque, a. dete&g Ei$t qf iQ0 fg is attacked-and e!sentially l&ear rc+pmsk to a$ 
pr~x@atel~2ooO~fg is observe. Data d%xmstrating this sensitivi~axi~ &iearity hatre 
%&xi publi$hgd previously . -I9 Wi~b.i,4,5-T-several-other i&s .2ti obsei-ved less se+- 
ti&lJ;. The incitid~ several fra@&&as b&h positive and~negative ions,.and a dimer 
negative i&n. 

. _. -, : 

Fig. 7 shows’,detecror’response-to a se&z& of nicotine &$es, in w&k& the-- 
protonated nicotine ion.(MH+) is monitored at 163 +ti.u. The limit of detect@& -- 
is iti &is case‘.de’krmked by.&e nic6$i11~ Content -oaf tbti sotvet, keeps& .be about-~ 
2 pgjpl(2 bgfiji:.Bther io& kbs&ved 5 the S can&ug mdde are sisi@y ionized- i&o- .: 
tyrenea&d proto&ed kicotyrene Bt 158 a$1 59 a&%., F;d ii&y i&Gz&d titi.tine at 



i4pph&iom of tiavs spt&al fnfo~atfon to ECD theory md technoiogy 
Cuir previous discussion has emphasized-the relevance to ECD theory and tech- 

’ nology o,f the’totipegative and positive ion densities determined by an _API instru- 
m&t; and-has touched only briefly on the extent to which mass spectral information 
might be useful_ The reason is twofold-. 

The_ reidts of the total ion density measurements are simple, complete& 
general, and c&n be immediately incorporated into new theoretical treatments and 
expe+nentaf interpretations. In contrast, the mass spectral observations during rc- 
sponse to sample are often complicated by the observation of several positive and 
negative ion speck associated with one sample type. They are specik to the relatively 
small number of sample types tried, and they have mainly been of large molecules, 
the details of whose interaction with the API-ECD plasma are at best speculative. 

we &I anticipate several Ways in which a body of API-MS data, particularly 
data on the positive ion spectra of simple molecular gaseous species, will eventually 
aid in the optimization of ECD operation when there are specific requirements such 
as high sensitivity, large dynamic range, etc. 

D~~rerzfti~ sensitivirv, For example, consider an application in which it is 
necessary to distinguish delicately between samples of nearly equal size, From eqn. 6 
we see 

where 2& isthe rate constant for electron attachment to sample A and Rz is the nega- 
tive ion-positive ion recombination rate. & depends weakly on the nature of the car- 
rier gas (mediating three-body attachment), but R, can depend strongly on the specik 
positive ion type present. By selecting a carrier gas, or by trace doping of the carrier, 
ta producepositive ions having a small vahre of& in recombination with the negative 
-ions from A, the derivative (eqn. 14) can be made relatively large, Le.. the response 
canbemade_very sensitive to small changes inn A. To be specific, positive ion-negative 
ion recombination is faster when the positive ions are chtstered than when they are 
simpr&to, so’if high differential sensitivity is required, clustered positive ions should 
be avoided. 

UIrimrre .&rzGtiti~~_ _Unity signal-to-noise ratio in the ECD occurs at the sample 
density for which the captured current is equaI to the statistical fIuctuation current 
due t&-the sk.k%ng eiectron density. Defining the sample density ui as the lowest 

Cdetectabie value of nA, eqns. SC and 4 give 



sity of clukere~ &sitive: iojr&Doiug ~So~wiU&nerally also -have the-e@&& &ii&L : 
... &zing &-the.&Sitive ion-electron re&mbkation r&eV?~:but.k;~ .r&&than-R, ’ 

appears in the deuo&nator, and the~;teno&intitor c&eases &iy slightly $&h de- .- 
ckeasing .degree’ of Clustering: 

Dyn&ic r&e.- A useful measure of the 
pr&ded by the intersectioq of the 

.gxsximti usable s&r&& de&y is. 
straight 

of ek&iron~de~&ty) at Small~values of nA; 
line ~describing negative -iou deusjty (loss- 

with the straight line dkscribing~ electron .’ 
density at large values of-.nA. .Denoting the value of& at the- iuterscction .by n:, 
etp. 8c aEd Ula give 

,’ 

Tke dynamic range is thus 

Considerations identical to those argued in the previous .&se indicate that it is again 
desirable to minimize the- degree of clustering. 

It is interesting to observe that differential sensitivity, ultimate serktivi~ and. 
dynamic range in the ECD can all be controlled by smah concentrations of dopants 
in the carrier gas affecting only the positive ion spectrum. Yet the positiveion spectrum 
has heretofore been entirely ignored in ECD work. 

There may be a variety of considerations applicable to. the detailed negative 
ions present in the ECD. We will illustrate with a single example; ’ 

.MeckcmLw&of newir&zing -tiegatisG z&s. The residence time of a s%m#e 
mole&e in-an ECD is typicaby of the order of 0.5 sec. The lif&me against electron 
capture for &on@y at&Aingspekies is of the order ~ofdi05 sec. Suppose that a sample 
molecule attaches an ekctr& to form the iegative molecular ion and then recombines 
with.a positive iou by-mutual neutraiizatjon~tc regenerate the .crrigin& -sample mole- 
cule. (Recombiiation rates are larger by a factor of 103 thau electron. ktachknt iates ’ 
and do not pert&b the &gument). The recycled ieutrz&& c&&me the order of 
ten electrons during its passage throughthe ECD and the reduction in electrcn de&&y 
will be registered as a strong &CD response. .To enhance this efkct’it may’ ‘be ad- 
vantageous to use low gas flow-rates. By contraj&supp&jthat the negative ionor its .. 
recorubmation products undergo cokrplex d&ociati+ 0; rearrtigezuent td-pio.duce 
neutrals .with either Zero or very s&all .el&o~ -attachment~~r& &e&iks. Then 
r.learly each:initial sample molecule can olizy~~~o~e-one~~l~~~n.d~g i.ts &ge‘ 
through the ECD% producing a relatively weak ECD reSp@&ei A high ftowlrsite under 

_ these condition‘s. wouhi promote the entry of. fresh e&$ron:rktae~g-&uw an~:~‘.’ 
CCUS&@&~~ i%r&sethe change in the &&&5&&e&t&n ~&erisit$.‘A &ov&&e 
ofthe negative icris.pr6~duced in th&.ECD should sow syskm&ictailor@&thc fick 
rate and other pqeters to &ha& sen&&~~ ..~ .-- -. -.- :-, :;:.:. -- ~. -1~ :‘--‘: 1:. :, 

. .: ._ ;.- ~.. _ ,--- 
-. . . 

~... __ .- .- -..- ~-~- Y.., ,. 



. 
--mI_&ghas* d -. 

ea y made what we~anticipate WLIf be an important contribu- 
tion to the~initial as&nptio= going into ECD theories by-demonstrating that (1) 
positive &qd.negk@ve charge de&&es are mmeticall~ equal in the active volume and 
‘(2) th~I&tige&pa&cle density is relatively inse&tiv& to whether the tiegative charge 
consisti of ~ektrons OF negative ions. Furthermore it is shown that relevant ECD 
kscriptors &b as difl?erential sensitivity, u&mate sensitivity, and dynamic range can 

be sbipngly a&c&d by the nature of the positive iok present, and the positive ion 
spectrabf v@ious carrier gas mixtures can he productively studied by &T-MS. The 
inter-relationship betweei negative ion dynamics and external factors such as flow- 
rate and temperature is pointed out, and it is shown that AX-LMS caa be used to 
identify the terminal negative ion3 in an ECD active volume, making it possible to 
-decide systematically the proper operating conditions for specific sample types. 
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